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Introduction
The quantitative study of visual behaviors using single flies suspended in a virtual flight arena has long served as a powerful method for probing photoreceptor function, behavioral mechanisms, as well as the computational role of underlying circuit elements [1] [2] [3] . First established using larger insects, these assays have become particular useful in the dissection of visual circuitry in Drosophila melanogaster, by taking advantage of its unique molecular genetic toolkit 1 . Since early adaptations to Drosophila 4, 5 , virtual flight arenas have been used to quantify behavioral responses to a multitude of visual stimuli, ranging (for example) from moving edges, different colors, celestial bodies, learned shapes, to more complex visual scenes [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Visual responses of flying Drosophila melanogaster to linearly polarized light emanating from above (thereby simulating the celestial polarization pattern) using a flight simulator have also been demonstrated [13] [14] [15] . In these experiments, flies are presented a linearly polarized stimulus which, in many cases can be generated using commercially available polarization filters 16 . Fairly little is known about the navigational capabilities of free-living fruit flies, yet catch-and-release experiments suggest that several Drosophila species are able to keep straight headings over extended periods of time, while flying in desert environments which few visual landmarks (reviewed in 17 ). Skylight navigation experiments using virtual flight arenas therefore serve as an attractive platform for the quantitative study of the navigation skills of both wild type insects, as well as of specimens harboring well-defined circuit perturbations.
So far, the assembly of a virtual flight arena for studying skylight navigation in flying flies required the combination of very specific skill sets ranging from the construction and assembly of both mechanical and electrical parts, as well as programming of the codes necessary for the motorized rotation of the polarization filter.
In addition, tight control over ambient temperature and humidity are crucial 18 , both for reproducible wild type behavior, as well as for certain genetic perturbations. Assembly of such a complicated apparatus is a major challenge when working at a research institution without a dedicated work shop, a problem that becomes more immanent with many University departments discontinuing such services. Alternatively, the purchase of custom-made off-the-shelf options remains rather costly and cannot easily be fit into a realistic research budget. The recent development of affordable 3D filament printers combining both fast and precise printing performance with a choice of cheap and swappable printing materials for different applications now offers an attractive solution for generating new and affordable, quantitative assays for studying anatomy, behavior and physiology of different model organisms 19, 20 . Furthermore, an interactive community of researchers producing and sharing both 3D printing instructions as well as software codes for related robotic applications has now made it possible that such assays can now be introduced in a large scale in schools and Universities, both in developed and developing countries.
Here we present detailed instructions for the assembly of virtual flight arenas optimized for, but not limited to studying skylight navigation in Drosophila. These instructions include: (1) a detailed list of items that can be ordered off-the-shelf (experimental enclosure, cameras, polarization filter, LED light sources, magnets, needles, heater, humidifier, etc.); (2) a detailed list of commercially available electronics/robotics components (servo motors, amplifiers, power adaptors, cables); (3) custom-made open-source code for the execution of different motor commands enabling defined rotations of the polarization filter; (4) custom-made open-source instructions for 3D-printing of all parts necessary to assemble a functioning virtual flight arena. Taken together, we estimate the cost for assembling such a device (in its most complete version) around 8000 EUR, assuming an existing access to a 3D filament printer. In order to demonstrate the usefulness of this experimental setup, we performed a series of experiments investigating the navigational decisions of individual wild type flies suspended under a rotating polarization filter. In agreement with previous studies, we find that every tested fly chooses a different heading with respect to the incident evector field, and tries to maintain this heading when the e-vector is abruptly changed.
Importantly, flies show a strong tendency for setting a similar heading during two consecutive trials, even when these were interrupted by a period of unpolarized light. 
Results
The aim of this study was to develop an experimental apparatus for the study of skylight navigation of Drosophila, where single flies are glued on a steel needle and suspended in flight via the use of two magnets (magnetotether) 21 under a rotating polarization filter, while flying inside a backlit cylinder (in order to reduce reflection artifacts), being filmed by an infrared camera from below in order to extract the fly's heading.
New modular assays for studying skylight navigation in individual flying flies
Our new virtual flight arenas are assembled from a combination of commercially available parts and custom-designed components that can be 3D-printed using standard filament printers ( Figure 1A ,B) (see supplemental materials for a list and description of components, as well as materials and methods for printing instructions).
One individual assay is fixed on a 30cmx30cm double density optical breadboard (Thorlabs) via two compatible metal beams (Thorlabs). To these, high-power LED light sources with collimated optics (Mightex) can be attached via a 3D printed, horizontal holder (upper holder). LED's are held in place via magnets, to facilitate swapping light sources of different colors (supplemental Figure 1A,B) . A robotics-grade servo motor for rotating the polarization filter (Dynamixel MX-28T, Robotis) is attached via a second horizontal holder (lower holder) which is attached to the rotatable filter wheel. The filter wheel contains a 3D-printed gear system as well as two removable cassettes into which polarization filters, diffusers and quarter wave plate retarders can be placed (described in more detail below), in order to produce unpolarized stimuli, or to simulate different degrees of polarization, if desired ( Figure 1C ). The fly is glued to a steel pin using UVcured glue and held in place by sapphire bearing and a magnet (the top magnet)
attached to a UV fused silica plate that rests in a horizontal platform which is in turn held in place by four vertical metal bars ( Figure 1B,D) . To extract the animal's body axis, it is filmed using an infrared camera (Firefly MV, Point Grey) pointing upwards ( Figure   1B ,E), yet shielded from the fly's view via a small box containing infrared LED's, on which rests a round bottom plate containing a pinhole and the bottom magnet (see Figure 1B for magnification). The setup is completed by a white, backlit cylinder containing LED strips for reducing linearly polarized artifacts reflected of the walls of any apparatus. This cylinder can by moved vertically, all the way to the horizontal platform, whenever a new fly needs to be tethered (see Figure 2B ). Due to the magnet above the fly, its field of view is somewhat reduced in its center. Similarly to other existing assays, we calculated two areas of unobstructed view each spanning ~28° towards the front and the back of the dorsal visual field ( Figure 1E ).
Assembly of virtual flight arena from 3D-printed and off-the-shelf parts
In order to result in reproducible data, behavior experiments need to be performed in a stable environment. We therefore placed our behavioral assays within .
The modular design of this new virtual flight arena both simplifies assembly, and enables project-specific modifications. Upon first installation, two major parts need to be manually processed: The rotatable filter wheel ( Figure 2B ) can be printed as a set of 5 parts, including the gear system and assembly is quick and easy. However, we recommend that small steel balls (2 mm) be inserted manually, creating a ball bearing, so that smooth turning is achieved, even at the highest speeds supported by the servo motor, thereby ensuring quick and controlled changes in filter orientation. Similarly, the white cylinder surrounding the flying fly can be 3D-printed in one piece (see supplemental Figure 2 ), yet LED strips (Paulmann MaxLED 1000) need to be inserted manually into the wall of the cylinder upon first installation.
As a whole, the virtual flight simulator consists of four independently powered steering units ( Figure 2C ): PID temperature controller, humidity controller, stimulus LED controller, and a laboratory power supply for the white LED strips in the cylinder. These components can easily be coordinated via a switch board (Figure 2A ). The recording setup consists of an Arduino-based motor controller (Arbotix-M) which TTL-triggers a free running recording of the two attached cameras via the recording software Streampix 7 (Norpix). Synchronously, the motor controller triggers the motors which rotate the pol-filter (0.088° resolution) and receives positional feedback from the motors.
The camera streams get slightly compressed using MJPEG compression and stored onto the same computer for later image processing and data analysis.
Characterization of the stimulus presentation section
Important controls for testing behavioral responses to linearly polarized light include either (i) depolarizing the stimulus, while keeping its intensity constant 23, 24 , or (ii)
converting the linearly polarized stimulus into circularly polarized light, which should be perceived as unpolarized, by most if not all insect photoreceptors 25, 26 . We have designed the filter holder of our experimental setup in a way that can quickly and easily accommodate for both kinds of controls, thereby making lengthy adjustments to the experimental design unnecessary. In its assembled state, the rotatable filter holder contains two removable filter cassettes ( Figure 3A ). The top one contains a bed (5 x 5 cm) into which polarization filter and several sheets of diffuser can be placed, and is overlaid with a round aperture. This filter cassette can easily be removed and inverted, between two experiments, thereby transforming a linearly polarized stimulus into an unpolarized one. The bottom cassette contains a rotatable holder for quarter wave plate (QWP) retarder. Using the internal gear system, the QWP can be placed into different, fixed orientations with regard to the polarization filter, thereby producing elliptically to circularly polarized light, depending on its position. To verify the efficacy of this stimulus presentation system, we have characterized the stimuli emanating from our apparatus using a polarimetric camera 27 ( Figure 3B ). By calculating the degree of linear polarization as previously described 27 , we confirm that the polarized stimuli manifest a high degree of polarization both in the UV (365 nm) as well as with a green LED (510 nm). In contrast, virtually no polarization is detected when the polarization filter / diffuser combination of the upper filter cassette is inverted.
Flying Drosophila adjust their heading after rapid switches of the incident e-vector unpolarized UV light of the same intensity as the polarized UV stimulus (UVunpol), the fly did not react to rapid filter rotation, neither by rapidly adjusting its heading, no by increased angular velocity after the switch ( Figure 4B ). Importantly, when the UV stimulus was repolarized by flipping the upper filter cassette (see Figure 1C and Figure   3A ), the above described behavioral responses of the fly to rapid filter switches (adjustment of heading angle; increase of angular rotation) was restored ( Figure 4C ).
When pooling data from all tested flies (N = 69) flying under the above described regime Quality of behavioral performance (polarotaxis intervals) and preferred heading were quantified as escribed above. It appeared that in these trials each fly chose a different preferred heading with respect to the incident angle of polarization (circular plots).
Taken together, the preferred heading angles of all tested flies during their first such linearly polarized UV trial (PolUV1) were distributed over the whole angular range (Fig.   6B ,C). Importantly, although the time spent following the rotating e-vector (number of polarotaxis intervals, i.e. quality of behavioral performance) varied greatly between individuals, it did not correlate with the angular heading choice of the animals (Fig. 6D ).
Arbitrarily chosen headings are maintained between trials
Finally, we tested whether the amount of time that the flies spent following the evector (number of polarotaxis intervals, i.e. quality of behavioral performance) within the first linearly polarized UV trial (PolUV1) correlates with the tendency of the flies to choose a similar preferred heading in a second consecutive trial (PolUV2) that was separated from the first by an interruption (5 min of UVunpol). We found that the better the flies' performance within the first trial (more time spent following the e-vector in PolUV1), the higher the likelihood of them choosing a similar heading in the second trial ( Figure 7A ). During both PolUV1 and PolUV2 intervals, the probability of tested flies following the rotating e-vector increased during the 5 min trial (Fig.7B) . In contrast, the overall lower polarotactic values obtained in control conditions (UVunpol and PolGreen)
showed no similar increase over time.
Discussion
Navigating insects rely on the detection and integration of a combination of visual cues, like celestial bodies, intensity, gradients, and chromatic gradients 28 . In addition, the celestial pattern of linearly polarized light serves as an attractive orientation cue that many insects use [29] [30] [31] . Spontaneous behavioral responses of both walking and flying Drosophila to linearly polarized light ('polarotaxis') have been demonstrated in the past, using both population assays, as well as single fly assays 13-15, 24, 32-34 . In all these experiments, much care was given to the control and avoidance of intensity artifacts that can result in behavioral decisions that are in fact independent of the linearly polarized component of the stimulus (reviewed in 16 ). However, some of the successful solutions presented in the past included components whose reproduction required considerable engineering skills and were quite costly. The virtual flight arenas presented here have been designed with the dual goal of providing relatively cheap, robust setups that can easily be assembled, while at the same time minimizing intensity/reflection artifacts. For instance, reflections off the wall of any experimental chamber have been shown to produce intensity patterns that could be used by the animal as a directional cue 16 . Our setup addresses this threat by surrounding the flying fly with a white, backlit cylinder. Furthermore, highly collimated LED light sources were chosen here in order to reduce off-axis illumination which can produce intensity confounds when hitting the polarization filter. The polarimetric characterization of the stimulus used here makes us confident that these effects have been minimized. This is supported by unpolarized UV controls, where the order of polarization filter and diffuser are inversed, which is easy and quick, using the removable, upper filter cassette built into our 3D-printed filter wheel. Single flies flying under a linearly polarized green stimulus also displayed no obvious polarotaxis (yet behaved different from the unpolarized control), which was to be expected due to the fact that polarization-sensitive R7 and R8 photoreceptors in the dorsal rim area (DRA) 35 of the fly eye both express the UV Rhodopsin Rh3 [36] [37] [38] .
Nevertheless, behavioral responses to linearly polarized stimuli with longer wavelengths have also been reported in the past 13, 24 , which raises the question what kind of retinal detectors are responsible 24, 39 . In addition to different combinations of polarization filters, diffusers, and band pass filters, our system can also be equipped with a quarter wave plate (QWP) / retarder that can be rotated into varying fixed orientations with respect to the polarization filter (lower filter cassette). Such an introduction of a QWP is particularly useful for testing behavioral performance while simulating different degrees of polarization 25, 26 . We are in the process of making all the codes, templates and building instructions for the virtual flight arenas freely available for download to anyone (see materials and methods). Due to their modular design, the use of our new virtual flight assays is in no way limited to skylight navigation or the study of polarized light vision.
With few simple modifications they could be modified for studying behavioral responses to moving stimuli, color patterns, or celestial bodies. Similarly, the setups can easily be modified to house a spherical treadmill, for studying the visual behavior in walking flies.
Finally, application is in no way limited to just Drosophila or other small flies. We hope that the assays presented here can serve as a platform from which many other assays optimized for many other species could evolve from.
Methods

Fly rearing
An Isogenized strain of Oregon R flies 41 was fed standard cornmeal agarose food and kept at 25°C and 60% relative humidity within a 12/12 light/dark cycle. Flies were flipped daily to ensure small population densities.
Fly preparation
All experiments were conducted during the evening peak of the flies' entrained activity rhythms reaching until one hour after subjective "sunset". 3-4 days old flies were immobilized using cooling with ice and individual flies were then glued to a 1cm long 100µm diameter steel (ENTO SPHINX s.r.o., Czech Republic) pin using UV-cured glue (Bondic). The pin was attached to the fly so that when positioned vertically it held the animal at an angle pointing approximately 60° from horizontal. During the gluing procedure flies were placed onto a peltier-element set to about 4°C to keep flies immobilized. Before each experiment, flies were given at least 20 minutes to recover and were kept from flying by placing small pieces of tissue paper (Kimwipes) at their tarsi. To initiate flight for data acquisition a small air puff was given to the flies immediately from below using bellows. Flies that stopped flying more than 3 times within one trial of 5 minutes were excluded from later analysis.
Flight simulator setup
In order to study the skylight navigation in flying Drosophila melanogaster we modified the setup by Weir and Dickinson 14 . We created a highly modular, easy to replicate behavioral assay and placed two identical copies of this assay into one optical enclosure in order to increase the rate of data output. Most functional parts of this setup were 3D printed which allows for easy replication of the setup, when having access to a 3D printer.
Fly tethering
The setup allows flies to be positioned within an axially-symmetric magnetic field created by magnets above (cylinder magnet, 4x 4mm x 5mm) and below (ring magnet, 10mm x 5mm, inner diameter 5mm) the fly, allowing the animal to freely rotate around its yaw axis. The side of the upper magnet that was facing the fly was covered with a small white plastic cap. The upper magnet was held in place at the center of a 50mm diameter UV fused silica Window by placing another small magnet (cylinder magnet, 5mm x 5mm) at the other side of the window. A small sapphire jewel bearing was attached to the center of this cap. This bearing served to hold the tip of the steel pin with the fly in place. The lower magnet was centrically glued to the bottom of a rough white plastic platform, hiding the magnet from the view of the fly. A 5mm hole at the center of this bottom plate allowed for delivering air puffs and also recording the fly through that hole.
Image acquisition
For imaging the fly's rotation and determining its heading, a camera suitable for fast near-infrared imaging (Firefly MV, Point Grey) was placed upwards so that it imaged through the hole in white bottom platform. The camera's objective was screwed to a small chamber at the bottom of the base plate. This chamber served as a spacer to increase the distance between the camera and the fly in order to match the focal range of the objective relative to the position of the fly. Furthermore, a 5mm diameter hole at the side of this chamber allowed for connecting the bellows and giving air puffs to the animal. Also, this chamber served as a housing for four infrared LEDs (880nm, 100mA max) which were placed directly onto a long-pass filter (#87C, Lee filters) centered on top of the objective lens with putty, but avoiding a small region directly at the center of the objective, allowing for the fly still to be imaged through that hole. The infrared light from the LEDs projected upwards through the hole in the bottom base plate, illuminating the fly for proper imaging while being invisible to the fly itself.
Stimulus delivery
Above the UV fused silica window which holds the upper magnet in place, a custom 
Extraction of flight heading
Tracking of the fly's body axis angle was done offline using the open-source software 
